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Thread-Safety Problems

```ruby
class Array
  def initialize
    @data = []
  end

  def append(x)
    @data << x
  end

  def size
    @data.length
  end
end
```

```ruby
MRL, with a GIL: Ruby, with concurrent threads:
```

```ruby
$ruby app.rb
@ concurrent
```

```ruby
ConcurrentError: Detect invalid array contents due to unsynchronized modifications
```

```ruby
Array.new(42, 0.0)
```

Storage Strategies

- **Int**
- **Long**
- **Object**
- **Double**

Tracking sharing of collections

```
Thread 1
```

```
Queue
```

```
Thread 2
```

```
Message
```

```
Node
```

```
"bar"
```
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Idea: Concurrent Strategies

```
store int
store long
store double
```

```
store Object
```

```
storage transition on sharing
```

```
TRUFFLE RUBY
```

```
https://github.com/graalvm/trufferuby
```

Performance and Scalability ➧ Higher is better

```
Concurrent Array Reads
```

```
Concurrent Array Appends
```

```
Hash (Dictionary) operations
```

```
Scalability on NAS Parallel Benchmarks
```
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